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The other striking thing about this story is that there is, 
among scholars devoted to the study of this very important 
site, a school among which noted personalities for over a 
century and a half, have developed the thesis of an Indo-Eu
ropean origin and influence on this site, going back to the 
very beginning ofthe Vedas. Incredibly, none of them-as 
far as I know-has identified the small motif over the head 
of the lightening-striked "Chief" as being a mushroom of the 
species A. muscaria. (It is worth noting thatA. muscaria grow 
all over the foothills of these mountains.) Instead these schol
ars have developed all kinds of sophisticated interpretations 
about this so-called "abstract design." 

There was a very ancient cult, 4500-years-old, in the 
Maritimes Alps of southeast France. Its origins go back to 
the end of the Neolithic, 2500 BC, and it lasted all through 
the Bronze and Iron ages, up to the corning of the Romans in 
14 Be. This cult of shamanic practices was linked with some 
kind of Vedic or pre-Vedic religious influence. 

Now, ifwe accept that the motif is a representation of an A. 
muscaria, and also R. GORDON WASSON'S proposition that this 
mushroom was the principal original component of the Vedic 
Soma, then we have to conclude that both had in common 
the ritual use of the sacred Siberian mushroom for religious 
and shamanic purpose. Hey people, this is quite a finding! 

In turn, if the scholars who suggest a Vedic influence on this 
neolithic European cult are right and the motif is an A. 
muscaria, this might then be the first archeological discov
ery able to prove R. GORDON WASSON'S proposition about 
identity ofthe Vedic Soma. - P.D;, France 

After receiving the information above, ER contacted GIORGIO 

SAMORINI, editorofEleusis (see page 49), and a noted expert 
on ancient mushroomic art. He kindly provided his additional 
thoughts, as well as the photograph (see FIGURE 6) and a 
related bibliography (included on page 55). We are grateful 
for his input. 

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

ON THE MUSHROOM EFFIGY 


OF MOUNT BEGO 


I have been familiar with the rock art of MOUNT BEGO for many 
years and I always believed that the famous "Altar Rock" 
features an explicit representation of Amanita muscaria. 

Apart from the mushroom images of Scandinavian rock art 
(KAPLAN 1975), this is the only other representation of the fly 
agaric in European prehistoric art discovered to date. The 
rock engravings of MOUNT BEGO are part of a larger group of 
rock art works in the Alpine arc dating from late Paleolithic 
to historic times. The largest concentration of rock engrav
ings (more than 100,000 images) is in Valcamonica (lom
bardy, Italy) and is the work of the Camuns people (if. ANATI 
1982). I noted in an earlier work that there were many 
psychoactive mushrooms, Amanita and Psilocybe in the area 
of the engraved rocks of Valcamonica and suggested that 
these mushrooms may have had a part to play in the cults 
and rituals of the Camuns (SAMORIN! 1988). Furthermore, it 
should not be forgotten that all the rock art of the Camuns 
and Alpine rock art in general are closely associated with 
religious cults. 

The second series of rock art works of major importance in 
the Alpine arc (over 30,000 images) is at MOUNT BEGO and 
the "Valley of Wonders." Studies of this prehistoric site go 
back one hundred years (cj. BERNARDINI 1971; BLAlN 1976). 
The main peculiarity of this rock art is the altitude of the site 
(2000-2500 meters) and the significant-one might say 
obsessive-presence of horned zoomorphic images (essen
tially Bovidae). A further peculiarity is that practically all 
these horned figures are engraved in such a manner that the 
horns point toward the peak of the mountain. This is not a 
chance occurrence. It has been observed that MOlJl\lT BEGO is 
one of the Maritime Alps mountains most frequently struck 
by lightning, and it has been hypothesized on more than one 
occasion that MOUNT BEGO was selected by prehistoric peoples 
as a "sanctuary" precisely because of this meteorological char
acteristic (cj. for example, MARRo 1945-46). In ancient times 
it was widely believed that the sacredness of certain locali
ties could be derived from this characteristic. It is also worth 
noting the zigzag form of many of the MOUNT BEGO horns, 
reminiscent oflightning. A number of scholars have already 
pointed this out (if. for example, MARRo 1944-45). We should 
now turn our attention to the "Altar Rock" with the engraved 
scene inappropriately called the "Tribal Chieftain," about 
which I'll make my own observations, adding these .to the 
observations mentioned by P.D. in the previous article. 

The anthropomorphic figure originally called "Tribal Chief" 
was then considered a sacrificial victim, due to the knife 
pointing toward the right of his head. Since there is a cow 
skull adorning the drape-like vestment of the anthropomor
phic figure, for a long time it was thought that this was a 
scene associated with a Mithraic-style sacrificial act. How-
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ever, according to the more precise dating techniques subse
quently adopted by archeologists, these rock engravings date 
much further back than the Mithraic cult adopted by the 
Roman legions passing through this area, and this interpre
tation was therefore abandoned (DUFRENNE 1986). There is 
more justification for the interpretation offered by those 
researchers who see the figure as "adorant" or "officiant" 
(DUFREm.'E 1985; MAruNGER 1979). 

My own opinion is that this scene presents shamanistic 
connotations due to the presence of the mushroom image 
and a stepladder-basic elements of the ritual of shaman
istic initiation (ELIADE 1964; SAMORINI 1990). Researchers have 
noted surprising analogies between the prehistoric stones 
of Valcamonica and Valtellina (Italy) and Indo-European 
symbolic and religious concepts (ANATI 1977; PIANTELLI 1983). 
In the wake of this discovery, ROLAND DUFRENNE (1985, 1986) 
found even closer analogies between the symbolism of the 
rock art of MoUNT BEGO and that of the Indian Vedas. In Vedic 
sacrifice, we may note assimilation of sacred utterances and 
prayer on the one hand and, on the other, arrows or daggers 
pointing toward the head of the officiant and which reach 
his heart. This, according to DUFRENNE, is what we find in the 
MOUNT BEGO scene with the dagger touching the head of the 
adorant. The mushroom image is generally considered a 
stylized cow skull, a dagger or some other ritual arm-how
ever difficult it is to see in it an arm of any kind. The way it 
thickens out at the "handle" or "blade" brings to mind the 
ring of the stalk of A. muscaria, and the engraved dots on the 
upper part of the figure are very similar to the punctiform 
spots on the cap offly agaric. DUFRENNE notes seven dots and 
finds a correspondence between these and the seven myste
rious powers sustaining the universe or the seven original 
prayers of Vedic cosmogony. However, we know that the 
number seven is also associated with Siberian shamanistic 
symbolism and the use of fly agaric. Lappish shamans, for 
example, consumeA. muscaria mushrooms with seven spots 
cr. 1. lTKONEN, see WASSON 1968: 279). - GIORGIO SAMORINI 
E-mail: giorgio.samorini@iol.it 

TRICHOCEREUS 
CONSUMPTION DETAILS 

The following letter comes from the individual who was 
mentioned in K TROUT'S article titledTrichocereus peruvianus? 
in the last issue of ER (see VERNAL EQUINOX 1998, page 17). 
He is the correspondent who originally reported that LER. 's 
T. peruvianus was inactive. 

SUMMER SOLSTICE 1998 

Thanks for your new and improved journal. I am impressed 
that you are trying to be more detailed and scientific. I have 
tried where possible to remember all facts regarding the 
extraction procedure; this is a much needed addition for 
accurate comparisons. 

I purchased three feet of"Trichocereus peruvianus" from L.E.R. 
in July 1996 for $135.00 ($45.00 per foot). The diameter of 
the plants was 3.5 inches. I removed the spines, using gloves 
and pliers. In aU cases, the cacti was consumed after 
extraction. 

When extracting, I used just enough water to cover the 
cactus mass, adding a shot glass of lemon juice to acidifY, 
and then heating slightly below a boil for two hours. This 
was then strained in a colander with a neckerchief as a filter. 
The pulp was then rung out by squeezing the neckerchief 
into a ball. The same extraction process was again repeated 
for another two hours with fresh water and lemon juice, then 
strained again. The combined fluids were then drank, or 
dried into a tar and put into capsules, as described below. 

EXPERIMENT ONE: With prior T. pachanoi bioassays in mind, 
and based on information fromPharmacotheon, which states 
that T. peruvianus is stronger (OTT 1993), I used only 1f2 foot 
offresh L.E.R. "T. peruvianus." This was pulverized in a 
blender, and extracted as described above. After drinking the 
tea, no effects were felt. 

EXPERIMEl\'T Two: I then dried the remaining 2.5 feet (a lot of 
cacti!), which was about 125 grams dried-using 1/4 inch 
cuttings of the skin and pith, but not the center of the 
cactus.This was dried at about 90° Fin an attic, then reduced 
to a powder in a blender. After being extracted as described 
above, the liquid was then heated (at the lowest setting) on a 
teflon frying pan, to reduce the amount of liquid. Finally, 
this was placed in a warm area, drying into a tar after two 
days. The tar was rolled into capsules, to avoid tasting the 
muck when swallowed. Teflon pans make it easy to roll up 
the tar! I split these capsules with a friend, and neither of us 
felt any activity. 

I don't know how old the cacti were, though they were alive 
and had 1f4 inch roots sprouting from their bases. I didn't 
count the number of ribs on the plants, and I don't know at 
what time of the year they were harvested. In my opinion, 
the L.E.R. cactus is not the same T. peruvinanus that Orr is 
talking about in Pharmacotheon. 
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